cat and dog
and the egg
**about biblionef**

We all want children to become readers – to have empathy for characters, big vocabularies and imaginations, and to be able to immerse themselves in another world through a book. Biblionef places a strong emphasis on reading for pleasure; we believe children should have a sense of fun as they read. It should not be a chore, but an exciting activity, something to look forward to.

To achieve this, children need to be exposed to books with great stories. Books which help with children’s literacy development, give access to information and education, and teach them to think for themselves – to make good decisions.

Biblionef’s goal is to make a profound impact on the lives of children and we are deeply committed to giving all children access to books. Biblionef foundations provide new books to library projects for children who have no access to books. Books containing stories they can relate to and learn from.

[www.biblionef.org](http://www.biblionef.org)

**about cat and dog**

Cat and dog books are funny and easy to read.

Learn only 200 words and start reading the books.

[www.cat-and-dog.org](http://www.cat-and-dog.org)
this is cat

cat and dog walk

this is dog

they walk in their village
then they see an egg
the egg is in the grass
the egg is alone in the grass
the egg is all alone
cat and dog walk to a bird
they ask the bird:
‘is this your egg?’

but the bird says:
‘no, that is not
my egg

ask the owl
maybe it is his egg’
cat and dog walk to the owl
they ask the owl: ‘is this your egg?’

but the owl says: ‘no, that is not my egg
ask the goose maybe it is her egg’
cat and dog walk to the goose
they ask the goose:
‘is this your egg?’

but the goose says:
‘no, that is not my egg
ask the two ducks maybe it is their egg’
cat and dog walk to the two ducks
they ask the two ducks:
‘is this your egg?’

but the two ducks say:
‘no, that is not our egg’

then the egg breaks
there is a lizard
in the egg
a baby lizard

the baby lizard says:
‘where is my mother?
where is my father?
where are my mother and father?’

cat and dog bring the baby lizard
to his mother and father
bye bye cat

bye bye dog

bye bye baby lizard
read all the cat and dog books
sing the alphabet-song!
the melody is the same as:
ten green bottles sitting on the wall

**i** is an insect
that walks on the ground

**j** is a jacket
in yellow, blue or brown

**k** is a key
that opens our lock

**l** is a lizard
that lives on a rock

**m** is the moon
that shines in the night

**n** is a nose
with a hole left and right

**o** is an orange
juicy, round and sweet

**p** is a pencil
to write down what you need